INTRODUCTION
============

Quantification of radiative forcing by anthropogenic well-mixed greenhouse gases (WMGHGs) is required to detect and attribute the historical impacts of these agents on the climate since industrialization and to project their future impacts on Earth's system. The primary role of WMGHGs is to enhance the atmospheric greenhouse effect through absorption and re-emission of terrestrial infrared, or longwave, radiation ([@R1]). However, a significant secondary role of the WMGHGs CO~2~, CH~4~, and N~2~O is to absorb incoming solar radiation, thereby heating the atmosphere while simultaneously reducing the surface insolation ([@R2], [@R3]). The shortwave effects of methane have been omitted from the radiative forcing formulae used in past assessments by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) ([@R4], [@R5]). While the forcing formulae have recently been updated to correct this omission ([@R3]), those findings raise questions about whether estimates of the forcing by methane will continue to evolve and, if so, by how much. Any overlooked aspects of CH~4~ absorption could lead to revised radiative forcing estimates with potentially significant ramifications for the relative prioritization both of scientific investigations and of mitigation strategies for anthropogenic WMGHGs.

This paper concerns quantifying two significant uncertainties in the shortwave effects of CH~4~ and the implications for the estimation of anthropogenic methane radiative forcing. The global uncertainties are associated with the rapidly evolving scientific understanding of CH~4~ spectroscopy and the regional uncertainties with existing parameterizations of forcing based on limited numbers of radiative transfer calculations. Our incomplete knowledge of methane's absorption features, and hence the uncertainties in our calculations of CH~4~ shortwave forcing, is due to the remarkable complexity of methane spectroscopic line data ([@R6]). Its current derivation from laboratory measurements and theory is known to be seriously incomplete ([@R6]--[@R8]). Astronomical observations indicate that methane is a broadband solar absorber with absorption bands of widely varying strengths across the visible and near-infrared spectrum, extending to violet light wavelengths at 25,000 cm^−1^ ([@R6]--[@R9]). However, current spectroscopic databases informed by laboratory and detailed theoretical calculations, such as the High-Resolution Transmission (HITRAN) ([@R10], [@R11]) and the Gestion et Étude des Informations Spectroscopiques Atmosphériques (GEISA) ([@R12]), exhibit shortwave coverage over just the near-infrared absorption features between 3000 and 11,000 cm^−1^. There are at least three orders of magnitude more absorption lines than are currently tabulated in these databases ([@R6], [@R10], [@R12]). As these spectroscopic data are the basis for all existing calculations of CH~4~ shortwave forcing using reference line-by-line (LBL) models ([@R2], [@R3]) and for every shortwave parameterization used in global climate models ([@R13]), these calculations and parameterizations all omit the absorption of sunlight by methane at wave numbers greater than 11,000 cm^−1^.

In principle, this omitted absorption could systematically increase the radiative forcing by CH~4~. Over 64% ([@R14]) of solar insolation occurs at wave numbers ν \> 11,000 cm^−1^, and hence there is 1.78 times more energy to absorb in this portion of the solar spectrum than at ν ≤ 11,000 cm^−1^. In addition, several processes including greater Rayleigh scattering ([@R15], [@R16]) and higher cloud and land surface albedos ([@R17], [@R18]) act to increase path lengths traversed by photons with ν \> 11,000 cm^−1^ relative to longer wavelengths. The resulting increase in tropospheric absorption path lengths from increased atmospheric and surface scattering ([@R19], [@R20]) at ν \> 11,000 cm^−1^ reduces the flux of upwelling diffuse solar radiation at the tropopause, thereby potentially increasing the net direct radiative forcing by methane.

RESULTS
=======

We examine the question of whether the shortwave forcing of CH~4~ is affected by recent and/or future additions to our tabulations of its absorption band structure. First, we examine whether the new CH~4~ absorption features that have appeared in the HITRAN spectroscopic database ([@R10], [@R21], [@R22]) since its 2000 edition appreciably alter the direct shortwave forcing at the tropopause. We adopt HITRAN 2000 as the baseline since it was used in the first study to highlight the role of shortwave forcing by methane in climate change simulations ([@R2]). HITRAN serves as the source of gaseous absorption spectra for many LBL models ([@R13], [@R23], [@R24]) and, like GEISA ([@R12]), is periodically updated as new measurements and models of these spectra become available. As a result, the maximum wave number at which methane lines have been tabulated has increased almost linearly in time since 1982, while the number of lines has grown exponentially in time (fig. S1). Both HITRAN and GEISA currently include up through the eighth (pentacontakaipentad) polyad between 11,000 and 12,000 cm^−1^.

Here, we quantify how updates to the HITRAN 2000 edition alter the direct instantaneous shortwave forcing by CH~4~. We compute representative forcings by differencing radiative transfer calculations for two numerical experiments conducted under the Radiative Transfer Model Intercomparison Project (RTMIP) ([@R2]) protocols for a climatological mid-latitude summer condition (see Materials and Methods). The two experiments are distinguished primarily by differencing well-mixed atmospheric concentrations of CH~4~ set to 1760 and 806 parts per billion by volume (ppbv), the conditions for years 2000 and 1860 CE, respectively. As shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, recent updates in the spectroscopy perturb the direct instantaneous shortwave forcings from CH~4~ in the third decimal place (order 10^−3^ W/m^2^) at the top of the atmosphere and tropopause and in the second decimal place (order 10^−2^ W/m^2^) at the surface. These results show that recent spectroscopic updates for CH~4~ alter its forcing under the idealized RTMIP protocols by less than approximately 4%.

###### Direct, instantaneous, unadjusted shortwave radiative forcing by methane (in W/m^2^) at three atmospheric levels under RTMIP experimental protocol ([@R2]).

Column-labeled RTMIP shows original RTMIP results ([@R2]); columns labeled 2000, 2004, 2008, 2012, and Jovian+2012 show forcings computed using the HITRAN 2000 ([@R21]), 2004 ([@R30]), 2008 ([@R22]), and 2012 ([@R10]) databases out to 12,000 cm^−1^ (see Materials and Methods), and the Jovian empirical methane parameterization including parametric uncertainty (2-σ, in parentheses) ([@R9]) combined with HITRAN 2012 out to 25,000 cm^−1^ (see Materials and Methods). Rows with units in the Δ column give the differences in forcings relative to the HITRAN 2000 values in absolute and percentage units.

  **Level**    **Δ**   **RTMIP**   **2000**   **2004**   **2008**   **2012**   **Jovian+2012**
  ------------ ------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------------
  TOA                  +0.09       +0.096     +0.098     +0.097     +0.098     +0.099 ± (0.0)
  W/m^2^                           +0.002     +0.002     +0.002     +0.003     
  \%                               +2.064     +1.738     +2.510     +3.349     
  Tropopause           −0.13       −0.127     −0.132     −0.132     −0.132     −0.132 ± (2.6 × 10^−8^)
  W/m^2^                           −0.005     −0.005     −0.005     −0.005     
  \%                               +4.211     +3.927     +3.978     +3.636     
  Surface              −0.55       −0.574     −0.589     −0.588     −0.590     −0.594 ± (1.6 × 10^−8^)
  W/m^2^                           −0.015     −0.014     −0.017     −0.020     
  \%                               +2.673     +2.452     +2.889     +3.495     

Second, we investigate whether, in principle, the methane shortwave forcing would change given a comprehensive tabulation of all the major absorption features spanning the Sun's visible and near-infrared spectrum. To accomplish this task, we use an empirical parameterization of methane's absorption optical depth as a function of wave number based on a synthesis of absorption data from observations of Jupiter and Titan ([@R9]). The atmospheres of these Jovian planets and moons feature volume mixing ratios of methane that are at least three orders of magnitude greater than those on Earth ([@R25]). As a result, absorption features that are too weak to detect in a laboratory can be readily estimated from occultation measurements through Jovian atmospheres. On the basis of these observations, a parameterization of CH~4~ absorption has been developed ([@R9]) and applied to Earth's atmosphere (see Materials and Methods). The empirical parameterization of this absorption for Earth-like conditions is shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and enables us to estimate an upper bound on methane radiative forcing from possible future additions to laboratory-based tabulations of its absorption lines. Our forcing calculations are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and include Jovian absorption spectra for wave numbers between 12,000 and 25,000 cm^−1^, where laboratory spectroscopic data are not yet available. These results confirm that the idealized RTMIP CH~4~ forcings will likely remain stable to two significant figures under future updates to the spectroscopic databases. The addition of the Jovian spectrum does not significantly perturb CH~4~ forcings due to the exceptionally low methane absorption optical depths in visible wavelengths ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Difference in CH~4~ optical depths between RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d.\
Green line: Optical depth differences from HITRAN 2012; orange and red lines: optical depth differences computed using the Jovian empirical spectra added to the HITRAN 2012 results for wave numbers below and above 12,000 cm^−1^, respectively (see Materials and Methods).](aas9593-F1){#F1}

On the basis of our observational determination that shortwave CH~4~ forcing can be calculated with present spectroscopy, we perform calculations to extend the existing global annual mean estimate ([@R3]) so as to include its seasonal cycle, interannual variability, spatial variability, and sensitivity to surface and atmospheric conditions. We compute the monthly mean, spatially resolved methane forcing from the MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission (MODTRAN) discrete-ordinates radiative transfer code at 15-cm^−1^ resolution using atmospheric state information from climate model simulations for 2006 to 2010 CE that contributed to the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project version 5 (CMIP5) ([@R26]) and observational parameterizations of surface radiative boundary conditions (see Materials and Methods). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the average seasonal cycle, interannual variability, and increase from clear-sky to all-sky conditions in direct shortwave CH~4~ forcing at the tropopause. The switch in sign of the clear-sky forcing from negative ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) to positive ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) values is due to the switch from idealized to realistic boundary conditions at the surface and top of the atmosphere, while the switch in sign of the all-sky forcing is also due to the introduction of clouds ([@R3]). The increased forcing in the presence of clouds is due to the increased absorption path lengths in methane bands caused by multiple scattering ([@R19], [@R20]). Our global annual mean all-sky forcing of approximately 0.026 W/m^2^ agrees with estimates based on weighted averages of representative atmospheric profiles ([@R3]), and our calculations exhibit interannual variability due to variable atmospheric and surface conditions of less than 0.001 W/m^2^ ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

![Monthly mean global direct, instantaneous, unadjusted shortwave radiative forcing at the tropopause from changing tropospheric concentrations of CH~4~ from 806 to 1760 ppbv.\
Solid lines show the mean forcing for each month averaged over 2006 to 2010 CE. Blue and green (red and orange) bands show the range of monthly forcing under all-sky (clear-sky) aerosol-free tropospheric conditions for each individual year using atmospheric state information from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) Mk3-6-0 ([@R56]) and INMCM4 ([@R55]) Earth System Models (ESMs), respectively (see Materials and Methods).](aas9593-F2){#F2}

###### Direct, instantaneous, unadjusted annual mean global shortwave methane radiative forcing at the tropopause under all-sky and clear-sky conditions using atmospheric state information from the CSIRO Mk3-6-0 ([@R56]) and INMCM4 ([@R55]) ESMs averaged over 2006 to 2010 CE (see Materials and Methods).

Uncertainties denote the interannual variability in these forcings.

  **Condition**   **Model**              **Annual mean forcing (W/m^2^)**
  --------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------------
  All-sky         CSIRO Mk3-6-0          0.025 ± (1 × 10^−4^)
  INMCM4          0.026 ± (4 × 10^−4^)   
  Clear-sky       CSIRO Mk3-6-0          0.011 ± (3 × 10^−5^)
  INMCM4          0.008 ± (2 × 10^−4^)   

[Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that large spatial gradients in shortwave CH~4~ forcing are driven by corresponding gradients in low-latitude near-infrared surface albedo. Brighter surfaces such as the Sahara Desert and Arabian Peninsula increase photon path lengths in CH~4~ absorption bands by reflecting downwelling light upward ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum localized forcing is +0.25 W/m^2^ ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), approximately 10 times the global annualized all-sky shortwave forcing ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The local annual mean all-sky forcing is positive over 90% of Earth's surface, and it exceeds the global mean value over 33% of the surface ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Over the Sahara Desert, where the local maximum in methane forcing occurs, the radiative forcings between 1850 and 2000 CE from ozone, carbonaceous aerosols, and all aerosols are less than or equal to 0.88, 0.88, and 0.12 W/m^2^ respectively. In percentage terms, the local methane maximum is approximately 28, 28, and 200% those of ozone, carbonaceous aerosols, and all aerosols, respectively \[Fig. 8.23 of ([@R5])\].

![Annual mean CH~4~ shortwave forcings and near-infrared reflected fluxes from the CSIRO Mk3-6-0 ([@R56]) ESM.\
(**A**) CH~4~ direct, instantaneous, unadjusted shortwave forcing at the tropopause under all-sky, aerosol-free tropospheric conditions. (**B**) Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) near--infrared (IR) reflected flux under clear-sky, aerosol-free conditions. (**C**) Area-weighted cumulative probability distribution of all-sky CH4~4~ forcing. Dotted lines denote the point where the forcing exceeds 0, dashed lines denote where the forcing equals the annual mean global all-sky forcing ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and the circle and cross (plus) symbols and labels denote the mean (maximum) forcing value.](aas9593-F3){#F3}

[Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the local increments in shortwave CH~4~ forcing from the presence of clouds are as large as +0.068 W/m^2^. The largest increments occur in the same locations as the local maxima in near-infrared cloud radiative effects ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) associated with the oceanic stratus cloud decks west of Southern Africa and North and South America and with the cloud systems in the intertropical convergence zone. High-altitude clouds can reduce the solar flux incident on methane in the lower troposphere and, hence, reduce its forcing relative to clear-sky conditions, but over 88% of Earth's surface, cloud radiative effects act to enhance the methane radiative forcing by up to 2.75 times the global annualized forcing ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Annual mean enhancements to CH~4~ shortwave forcings and reflected fluxes by clouds from the CSIRO Mk3-6-0 ([@R56]) ESM.\
(**A**) Difference in CH~4~ forcing at the tropopause between all-sky and clear-sky aerosol-free tropospheric conditions. (**B**) TOA near-infrared cloud radiative effect. (**C**) Area-weighted cumulative probability distribution of cloud-radiative enhancements. Dotted lines denote the point where the forcing exceeds 0, dashed lines denote where the forcing equals the annual mean global all-sky forcing ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and the circle and cross (plus) symbols and labels denote the mean (maximum) forcing value.](aas9593-F4){#F4}

DISCUSSION
==========

Other sources of error in the calculated direct shortwave CH~4~ forcing include uncertain line widths and line strengths for the known lines. These uncertainties perturb the forcing in the third significant figure and, hence, do not appreciably affect our estimates of methane radiative forcing ([@R27]). If we combine the sensitivity analyses in this paper with the spectroscopic error analyses ([@R27]), then these two studies demonstrate that calculations of shortwave CH~4~ forcing based on current tabulations of methane absorption lines are certain to two significant figures. Therefore, shortwave terms recently added to the IPCC forcing formulae ([@R3]), and the associated upward revision of methane's global warming potential and global temperature potential should be regarded as sufficiently accurate for applications to the climate system into the foreseeable future, starting with, but not limited to, the upcoming IPCC Sixth Assessment Report.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Quantification of spectroscopic uncertainty in direct CH~4~ forcing
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The methods used in this study are based on three components: experimental protocols, tabulation of methane absorption spectra, and models that are all used in combination to calculate the shortwave direct radiative forcing by CH~4~. The calculations were designed to compute the direct and unadjusted shortwave forcing due to an increase in CH~4~ concentrations from 806 to 1760 ppbv under idealized cloud- and aerosol-free clear-sky conditions.

The protocols we adopted are identical to those for experiments 3b and 3d from the RTMIP ([@R2]). Experiment 3b corresponds to present-day greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in 2000 CE, while experiment 3d corresponds to a counterfactual atmosphere with CH~4~, CFC-11, and CFC-12 set to their concentrations in 1860 CE while other atmospheric properties are held at present-day climatological values. Since the methane concentrations in these two experiments are 1760 and 806 ppbv, respectively, differencing the radiative fluxes calculated for these experiments provides an estimate of the direct shortwave forcing by CH~4~ between 2000 and 1860 CE. Following RTMIP, the upper boundary conditions are a TOA solar insolation ([@R28]) of 1360 W/m^2^ and a solar zenith angle of 53°. The lower boundary condition is a Lambertian surface with a spectrally flat albedo of 0.1. The atmospheric thermodynamic conditions and water vapor and ozone mixing ratios correspond to the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) mid-latitude summer atmospheric profile ([@R29]) interpolated onto 458 vertical levels extending from the surface at 1011.4 hPa to the effective top of the atmosphere at 0.0 hPa. This is the same atmospheric profile used for the LBL calculations in RTMIP.

The first set of LBL calculations is based on HITRAN editions 2000 ([@R21]), 2004 ([@R30]), 2008 ([@R22]), and 2012 ([@R10]). The HITRAN 2000 data set included methane lines up through the fourth polyad, or tetradecad ([@R6]), at approximately 6000 cm^−1^; HITRAN 2004 included new lines between 6180 and 9200 cm^−1^; whereas HITRAN 2008 added the fifth (icosad) and sixth (triacontad) polyads at \~7500 and 9000 cm^−1^. The HITRAN 2012 data set added the eighth (pentacontakaipentad) polyad between 11,000 and 12,000 cm^−1^ while skipping the seventh (tetracontad) polyad spanning 10,000 cm^−1^, although this missing polyad has subsequently been measured in the laboratory ([@R31]) and has been included in the 2016 HITRAN edition. As of this writing, the most recent HITRAN 2016 update ([@R11]) to CH~4~ spectroscopy is still not fully implemented in the LBL code described below, and therefore, we have not included it in our calculations.

The second set of LBL calculations is based on CH~4~ spectral optical properties from compilations of measurements of the Jovian planetary atmospheres ([@R9]). The optical depths τ(ν) as functions of wave number *v* were computed using the Voigt-Goody model following$$\left. \tau(\nu) = 2\kappa(\nu,\mathit{T})\mathit{w}\int_{0}^{\infty}\mathit{V}(\mathit{x},\mathit{y})/\left\lbrack 1 + \kappa(\nu,\mathit{T})\mathit{w}{(\delta/\alpha_{D}^{0})}_{\nu}\mathit{V}(\mathit{x},\mathit{y})/\sqrt{\mathit{T}} \right\rbrack\mathit{d}\mathit{x} \right.$$$$\mathit{V}(\mathit{x},\mathit{y}) = \mathit{y}\pi^{- 3/2}\int_{- \infty}^{\infty}\text{exp}( - \mathit{t}^{2})/\left\lbrack \mathit{y}^{2} + {(\mathit{x} - \mathit{t})}^{2} \right\rbrack\mathit{d}\mathit{t}$$$$\mathit{y} = (\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})(\mathit{P}/\mathit{P}_{0})\left( \sqrt{\mathit{T}_{0}}/\mathit{T})\lbrack\mathit{q} + (1 - \mathit{q})/\text{SFB} \right\rbrack$$where *κ*(ν, *T*) is the spectrally varying absorption coefficient at temperature *T*, *w* is the integrated methane amount per unit area (in kilometer-amagats equal to 4.4615 mol/cm^2^), ${(\delta/\alpha_{D}^{0})}_{\nu}$ is the wave number--dependent ratio of the mean line spacing to Doppler line width, *V*(*x*, *y*) is the Voigt function, $(\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})$ is the ratio of Lorentz and Doppler line widths, *P* is the pressure, *q* is the methane mole fraction, SFB is the dimensionless self-to-foreign broadening coefficient, and reference conditions are *T*~0~ = 296 K and *P*~0~ = 1.01325 bars. The temperature dependence of κ(ν, *T*) is parameterized using ([@R9])$$\left. \text{log}_{\mathit{e}}\lbrack\kappa(\nu,\mathit{T})\rbrack = 0.5\mathit{z}(\mathit{z} - 1)\text{log}_{\mathit{e}}\lbrack\kappa(\nu,100)\rbrack + (1 - \mathit{z}^{2})\text{log}_{\mathit{e}}\lbrack\kappa(\nu,198) \right\rbrack + 0.5\mathit{z}(\mathit{z} + 1)\text{log}_{\mathit{e}}\lbrack\kappa(\nu,296)\rbrack$$$$\mathit{z} = (\mathit{T} - 198)/98$$Computing τ(ν) requires (i) vertical profiles of *P*, *T*, *q*, and *w*; (ii) tables of κ(ν, 100), κ(ν, 198), and κ(ν, 296) as functions of ν to compute κ(ν, *T*) from [Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}; (iii) a tabulation of ${(\delta/\alpha_{D}^{0})}_{\nu}$ versus ν; and (iv) values for the free parameters $(\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})$ and SFB. Inputs (ii) and (iii) are available from optical measurements of Jovian planetary atmospheres ([@R9]). The line width ratio ([@R32]) $(\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})$ varies between 120 and 200 K^1/2^, and we performed the calculations at these bounding values and the best fit value ([@R9]) of 150 K^1/2^. The self-broadening parameter SFB varies ([@R33]) between 1.2 and 1.5, and we again performed the calculations at these bounding values and the best fit value ([@R9]) of 1.4. We integrated these equations using the DQAGI numerical quadrature routines from the SLATEC (Sandia, Los Alamos, Air Force Weapons Laboratory Technical Exchange Committee) Fortran library ([@R34]).

We input the atmospheric profiles and HITRAN line databases into an LBL radiative transfer code to calculate the vertically and spectrally resolved profiles of absorption optical depths summed over H~2~O, CO~2~, CH~4~, and O~3~. We used the Line-By-Line Radiative Transfer Model (LBLRTM) ([@R13]) version 12.2 to perform these calculations for HITRAN 2000, 2004, and 2008 and version 12.4 for HITRAN 2012. The switch to the newer version was necessitated by the new line mixing specification parameters starting in HITRAN 2012 ([@R35]). The treatments of the water vapor continuum in LBLRTM versions 12.2 and 12.4 are the Mlawer-Tobin-Clough-Kneizys-Davies (MT_CKD) parameterizations ([@R36]) versions 2.5.2 and 2.7, respectively.

We used a spectral resolution of δν = 0.0001 cm^−1^, sufficient to resolve 99% of the very narrow H~2~O absorption lines in the stratosphere at pressures above 0.01 atmosphere ([@R37]), and a spectral range of 2000 to 34,000 cm^−1^ covering 98.6% of TOA insolation. The resulting tables of absorption optical depth contain 3.2 × 10^8^ spectral intervals times 458 vertical levels and are therefore much too large for practical calculations of radiative flux profiles. For this reason, we constructed transmission weighted average optical depths for subsequent radiative calculations at a much lower spectral resolution of $\delta\overline{\nu} = 5\text{cm}^{- 1}$. Let *i* denote the *i*th averaged and *j* denote the *j*th original high-resolution optical depth summed over H~2~O, CO~2~, CH~4~, and O~3~, respectively. Then, the averaged optical depth was computed by$$\overline{\tau}({\overline{\nu}}_{\mathit{i}}) = - \text{ln}\left\{ \frac{1}{\mathit{N}}\sum\limits_{\mathit{j} = \mathit{i}\mathit{N}}^{(\mathit{i} + 1)\mathit{N} - 1}\text{exp}\lbrack - \tau(\nu_{\mathit{j}})\rbrack \right\}$$$$\mathit{N} = \frac{\delta\overline{\nu}}{\delta\overline{\nu}}$$$${\overline{\nu}}_{\mathit{i}} = \nu_{\mathit{i}\mathit{N}} + \frac{\mathit{N}}{2}\delta\nu$$By construction, each averaged optical depth yields the same transmission through a given layer as the mean of the transmissions for the *N* high-resolution spectral intervals used in its calculation. Because of the very large optical depths that can exceed 10^4^ in the primary absorption band of H~2~O at ν = 3730 cm^−1^ and its overtone bands in the near-infrared ([@R37]), the calculations in [Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"} require nonstandard numerical precision. In standard single or double precision computer arithmetic, the transmissions corresponding to these very large optical depths will underflow and be set to zero. However, in quadruple precision computer arithmetic, the smallest number that can be represented is roughly$$2^{- 2^{14}} = 2^{- 16384} = \mathit{e}^{- 16384*\text{ln}(2)} \simeq \mathit{e}^{- 11356}$$so optical depths up to τ(ν~*j*~) ≲ 11356 can be accommodated. Therefore, we adopted quadruple (or "quad") precision arithmetic to compute averaged optical depths from the high-spectral-resolution optical depths without underflowing.

We used the Discrete Ordinates Radiative Transfer (DISORT) code ([@R38]) version 2 in a massively parallel implementation ([@R37]) to compute the fluxes corresponding to RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d. Our algorithm combines the average optical depths from [Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"} with scattering optical depths for Rayleigh scattering ([@R15]) and inputs the resulting extinction optical depths into a reentrant, thread-safe implementation of DISORT2. For these calculations, we used eight streams and set the TOA solar flux to standard spectra ([@R14]).

Results for sensitivity of CH~4~ forcing to recent spectroscopic database updates
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The impacts of recent updates to methane spectral data are evident in both the methane absorption optical depths and in the methane direct radiative forcing. The increase in the column-integrated $\delta\overline{\tau}(\nu)$ when CH~4~ concentrations increase from 806 to 1760 ppbv is shown in fig. S2, as calculated using HITRAN 2000 applied to RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d. The increments to this calculation using subsequent HITRAN editions are shown in fig. S3. These increments are one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the $\delta\overline{\tau}(\nu)$, and we would therefore anticipate that the increments to the resulting forcings would also be one to two orders of magnitude smaller based on the single-scattering linear limit of the solution to the radiative transfer equations. This expectation is borne out by the full forcing calculations shown in fig. S4, which show perturbations at TOA and the tropopause of O(10^−3^) W/m^−2^ and at the surface of O(10^−2^) W/m^−2^. The results for the direct shortwave methane forcing computed by differencing RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d are shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for the three versions of HITRAN. The additional polyads and changes in previously characterized polyads change the TOA, tropopause, and surface forcings all by less than 4%.

Results for sensitivity of CH~4~ forcing to inclusion of Jovian spectral parameters
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used the parameterization of Jovian absorption spectra to extend $\delta\overline{\tau}(\nu)$ from the laboratory upper wave number bound ν ≤ 12,000 cm^−1^ to the Jovian bound ν ≤ 25,000 cm^−1^, that is, the color violet at a wavelength of 400 nm. The orange and red lines in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} show the column-integrated change in optical depth computed using the Jovian parameterization for an increase in CH~4~ concentrations from 806 to 1760 ppbv under the RTMIP protocol. To ensure that the results are robust to the uncertainties in the disposable parameters $(\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})$ and SFB, we sequentially assigned trios of low, central, and high values to both parameters and computed $\delta\overline{\tau}(\nu)$ and the forcings for all nine possible pairs of values from the two trios. For $(\alpha_{L}^{0}/\alpha_{D}^{0})$, we used 120, 150, and 200 K^1/2^ for the value trio ([@R9]), and for SFB, we adopted 1, 2, 1.4, and 1.5 for the value trio ([@R33]). The forcings for the nine parameter combinations given in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} show that the additional absorption by the CH~4~ polyads at wave numbers above 12,000 cm^−1^ only perturbs the forcings at the third or fourth significant figure at TOA and the tropopause, respectively. These findings do not change when the calculation is repeated using a Lambertian surface albedo of 0.3, close to the global annual mean albedo of Earth ([@R39]).

Calculation of spatially resolved CH~4~ forcing
-----------------------------------------------

The spatial maps of CH~4~ forcing in [Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} were computed from climate model output from the CMIP5 ([@R26]) using the Observing System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) framework developed by the authors ([@R40]--[@R42]) for NASA's CLimate Absolute Radiance and Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO) ([@R43]) and validated against SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) satellite observations ([@R44], [@R45]).

The OSSE framework ingests time-dependent two- and three-dimensional climate model outputs that, when combined with auxiliary initial and boundary conditions and other data sets, provide a complete prescription of the climate system state required to compute the vertically resolved radiation fields throughout the atmosphere at each model grid point and time interval. The computations were performed using the MODTRAN code version 5.3.0.0. The MODTRAN calculations were performed using the DISORT code ([@R38]) with eight streams at 15-cm^−1^ resolution over a spectral range of 2000 to 11,900 cm^−1^. The spectral properties of radiative active gases in MODTRAN version 5.3.0.0 were obtained from HITRAN 2008 ([@R22]). HITRAN's description of CH~4~ line absorption parameters has been updated substantially in recent versions ([@R6]) ([@R46]). Recent laboratory and theoretical work led to updates to over 70% of the lines in the HITRAN 2012 database. However, calculations based on the HITRAN 2012 database exhibited larger discrepancies with respect to high-altitude balloon ([@R47]) and satellite validation measurements ([@R48]). We therefore chose to use the HITRAN 2008 spectroscopy because the 2012 update agrees less favorably with observations and because the 2016 update has yet to be implemented fully into the OSSE framework at the time of this writing.

The radiative quantities computed by MODTRAN include the spectral and spectrally integrated fluxes under clear-sky and all-sky conditions at all levels in the input model fields. The fluxes are further separated into the downwelling direct, downward diffuse, and upwelling diffuse terms. The MODTRAN calculations for RTMIP differ with the LBL calculations using the HITRAN 2012 line database by −0.016 W/m^2^ at the surface, +0.017 W/m^2^ at the tropopause, and +0.003 W/m^2^ at the top of model (TOM). For comparison, the SDs of the forcing among the LBL codes that participated in RTMIP are, to two decimal places, 0.02 W/m^2^ at the surface, 0.00 W/m^2^ at the tropopause, and 0.00 W/m^2^ at the TOM. This demonstrated that the MODTRAN code is performing comparably to the much more computationally expensive LBL codes.

When clouds are present in a model column, grid-point-mean fluxes are computed assuming maximum-random cloud overlap in the vertical direction by adopting the independent column approximation and generating a set of binary cloud configurations that aggregate to the original model profile of cloud amount ([@R49]). Radiative transfer calculations were performed for each binary cloud configuration and combined in a sum weighted by the fractional areas occupied by each configuration within the grid cell ([@R49]). When sea ice was present, the full set of clear-sky and all-sky calculations was repeated for 100% open-ocean and 100% sea ice--covered conditions and then combined in a sum weighted by the fractional sea ice coverage. This approach accurately accounts for nonlinear effects of multiple scattering of sunlight between ice and overlying clouds.

The upper boundary condition on the calculations was the incident solar insolation on the TOA and was obtained from the Kurucz solar spectrum ([@R14]) where all values were uniformly scaled such that the TOA irradiance ([@R28]) is 1360 W/m^2^. The lower boundary conditions were surface albedos derived from observations rather than obtained from the climate models to maximize the physical fidelity of the surface spectral properties (fig. S5A) ([@R40], [@R41]). The land surface and snow albedos were obtained from climate model grid spectral seven-band Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) bidirectional reflectance distribution functions (BRDFs) ([@R50]), ocean albedos were derived from the Cox-Munk ocean BRDF ([@R51]), and sea ice albedos were obtained from the Ross-Li BRDF model ([@R52]) calibrated against bare sea ice optical data ([@R53]). Separate snow-free and completely snow-covered BRDFs were constructed at each grid point, were combined to account for time-varying snow coverage, and were the source of most of the interannual variability in the near-infrared surface albedo (fig. S5B).

The climate model simulations used were for present-day segments of the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 CMIP5 scenario ([@R54]) runs from the CMIP5 ([@R26]) produced by the INMCM4 ([@R55]) and CSIRO Mk3-6-0 ([@R56]) ESMs for the r1i1p1 ([@R57]) and r4i1p1 ([@R57]) ensemble members, respectively. These models were chosen because their climate sensitivities roughly span the range diagnosed across the CMIP5 ensemble and also have highly contrasting shortwave cloud radiative effects ([@R58]). The time resolution of the climate model output is monthly, and the time period selected for analysis here spans five full years from January 2006 through December 2010. The input fields are detailed in table S1. The calculations were performed at two globally uniform tropospheric CH~4~ concentrations of 806 and 1760 ppbv with vertical meridionally dependent gradients in the stratosphere ([@R59]). For each of these concentrations, for each month, the fluxes were computed for globally uniform solar zenith angles specified by a standard seven-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature over 0° to 90° zenith angle. The weights in the quadrature formulae required to compute diurnally averaged fluxes at each model grid point are functions of month and latitude. These weights were computed from cumulative probability distributions of solar zenith angles constructed using calculations of the Sun-Earth viewing geometry at a 1-min frequency using the same solar ephemeris used in the Community Atmospheric Model version 3 ([@R60]).
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Fig. S1. Time evolution of CH~4~ spectroscopic properties catalogued in the HITRAN databases.

Fig. S2. Change in column-integrated CH~4~ optical depth between RTMIP experiments 3b (2000 CE conditions) and 3d (1860 CE conditions) using the HITRAN 2000 line database.

Fig. S3. Perturbations to changes in column-integrated CH~4~ optical depth between RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d.

Fig. S4. Cumulative perturbations to changes in CH~4~ direct, instantaneous, unadjusted spectral forcing between RTMIP experiments 3b and 3d due to substituting the HITRAN 2004, 2008, and 2012 line databases for the HITRAN 2000 line database.

Fig. S5. Near-infrared black-sky surface albedo retrieved from MODIS for 2003 to 2014 CE.

Table S1. The variable names, source model components, and descriptive names of the monthly mean fields used as input to the OSSE from the CMIP.
